THE PACIFIC

Face Mounted Frameless balustrade.

diversity with style

THE PACIFIC
Create an impression of true liberation with this contemporary style
balustrade. The system extends beyond any void with no need for
handrails or other support.
The Pacific has face mounted standoffs that provides a completely
frameless design, ideal for both interior and exterior residential or
commercial application.

Phone: +61 8 9248 1461
Fax: +61 8 8248 7461

Part No:

Email: info@gbaus.com.au

GB-FPWHH-1300

Glass:

12MM CLEAR TOUGHENED

Edges:

FLAT POLISH

Corners:
Holes:

ASS BALUSTRADE - FRAMELESS PACIFIC WITH HANDRAIL HOLES - 1300

5MM ROUNDED (R5)
A = 25MM / B = 20MM DIA.
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Complete Single System
Engineered to any design requirements: Concealed
fixings and discreet standoffs that create a subtle yet
strong design.

Customise to suit your project
Handrail type, system width and height, and glass type.

Sleek Features
Frameless balustrade: 12mm glass, face mount, extended
overhang and exposed top edge.

Exceptional Safety Rating
Cyclone rated: Engineered to Terrain 2, wind region
D and Exceeds Australian Building standards and BCA
requirements.

Customise: Handrail type.
Choose from our timeless and sleek range or ask for a tailored design for your unique project.

Offset Flat bar or Squared Stainless Steel
Offset Elliptical Timber

Offset Rounded Stainless Steel
Offset Rounded Timber

Fully Frameless Systems
The Aegean

The Pacific

The Andaman

The Aegean’s extreme versatility, edgy
stainless posts, offset handrail and timeless
glass makes it the ultimate choice for a
structural, yet sophisticated design.

The Pacific has face mounted standoffs that
provides a completely frameless design, ideal
for both interior and exterior residential or
commercial application.

The Andaman is a fully frameless balustrade
supported at it’s base by a discreet aluminium
or concrete structural channel.

Kohl is an Australian owned and operated company. Servicing the commercial
high rise and domestic market, specialising in custom made designs.

